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Switch Test 
Goal: Determine if switch will arc current under high voltages
● Tested under 1000 V, 2000 V, and 2600 V DC 
●  5, 2 second long trials for each voltage 
● Only 0.0005% of current in circuit will arc through an open 

switch, based on equation from Figure 6
● No variation in arc magnitude across trials for each voltage
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Problem Statement 

A device is needed to allow dual sequential defibrillation 
(DSD) to be executed on patients in refractory ventricular 
fibrillation (RVF) using one defibrillation monitor and be 
compatible with the Lund University Cardiopulmonary Assist 
System (LUCAS) device. 
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● RVF: heart’s failure to return to normal rhythm despite 3 standard 
defibrillation attempts [1] with a mortality rate of 85-97% [2]

● In DSD, two shocks of electrical current are sent through the heart 
sequentially through two sets of pads to increase myocardial cell 
response [1][3]

● Deliver 180 J of energy each through two separate vectors
● Each shock delivered within 0.5 seconds apart [7]
● Allow maximum of 2600 V and 30 A to pass through
● Budget of $500  
● 96% of shock delivered is received  [8]
● Meet IEC 60601-2-4:2010 Medical electrical equipment - 

part 2-4 requirements [9]
● No interference with impedance calculations from monitor 
● Compatible with biphasic shocks 

● Turn three switch system into two switch system, one for DSD 
and one for vector change

● Resolder circuit to include vector change 
● Create two H-Bridges to transform the two monophasic shocks 

into two biphasic shocks
● More user friendly interface with switches and adaptor plugs 
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DSD Functionality Test
Goal: Determine if polarity of voltage impact output at vectors 
● Measured voltage at both pads at -5 V to 5 V with 1 V step
● For all test voltages, measured voltage was less than expected 

voltage, but magnitude of difference did not scale with input
● At voltages tested, the difference is significant with p value 

decreasing with increasing voltage  
(1 V p = 3.6E-160 and 5 V p = 5.5E-16)

● Hypothesize that difference is due to diode resistance 
● Voltage difference will be insignificant at high voltages
● Vector 1 and 2 passed only positive or negative voltages 

respectively (Figure 8)

● Normal Defibrillation switch ON the diode circuit bypassed 
● DSD switches ON the diodes redirect current and allow 

positive or negative current to flow depending on the vector 
● Diodes create the 2 sequential shocks 

● 3 switches to control DSD and standard use
● Connects 1 monitor with 2 sets of cardiac pads
● Distributes 360 J shock across 2 vectors (180 J each) 
● Both shocks delivered sequentially with total time less than 

16 milliseconds
● Compatible with LIFEPAK and Zoll cardiac pads and  

LIFEPAK 15 Monitor
● Can withstand ~2600 V and ~30 A the LIFEPAK 15 outputs 

during a 360 J defibrillation shock
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Figure 6: Magnitude of Current Arc  

Connectivity and Impedance Test
Goal: Test connections and ability of monitor to read impedance 

● Established medical intervention for RVF:
○ Quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
○ 120-200 J shocks deliver by defibrillator [5]

● Impedance is the resistance of the body to electrical current 
● Challenges to testing and performing DSD:

○ Use is rare: 1 in 200,000 cardiac arrests are RVF [2]
○ Pad placement cannot interfere with the LUCAS device
○ High cost to perform DSD as 2 monitors required

● Addressing DSD challenges could lead to better 
understanding of its effectiveness [6]

Figure 1: Diagram showing electrical signals in a standard heart 
rhythm and RVF along with the associated ECGs [4]

Figure 2: Diagram of pad placement for DSD 

Figure 4: Final Circuit Design
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Figure 8: Polarity of Voltage Across Both Vectors

Figure 7: Defibrillator with 
Device and Manikin 
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Figure 5: DSD Device with labels 

● A 150 J shock sent to 
manikin through device 

● Manikin received 175 J
● No difference in received 

shock with device 
compared to standard 
defibrillation, proves 
connections are sufficient  

● Increase in received 
shock proves impedance 
not altered by device 

Figure 3: Monophasic and Biphasic Shock Wave [10]  
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